Tandemly repeating satellite DNA elements in heterochromatin occupy a substantial portion of many eukaryotic genomes. Although often characterized as genomic parasites deleterious to the host, they also can be crucial for essential processes such as chromosome segregation. Adding to their interest, satellite DNA elements evolve at high rates; among Drosophila, closely related species often differ drastically in both the types and abundances of satellite repeats. However, due to technical challenges, the evolutionary mechanisms driving this rapid turnover remain unclear.
Tandemly repeating satellite DNA elements in heterochromatin occupy a substantial portion of many eukaryotic genomes. Although often characterized as genomic parasites deleterious to the host, they also can be crucial for essential processes such as chromosome segregation. Adding to their interest, satellite DNA elements evolve at high rates; among Drosophila, closely related species often differ drastically in both the types and abundances of satellite repeats. However, due to technical challenges, the evolutionary mechanisms driving this rapid turnover remain unclear.
Here we characterize natural variation in simple-sequence repeats of 2-10 bp from inbred Drosophila melanogaster lines derived from multiple populations, using a method we developed called k-Seek that analyzes unassembled Illumina sequence reads. In addition to quantifying all previously described satellite repeats, we identified many novel repeats of low to medium abundance. Many of the repeats show population differentiation, including two that are present in only some populations. Interestingly, the population structure inferred from overall satellite quantities does not recapitulate the expected population relationships based on the demographic history of D. melanogaster. We also find that some satellites of similar sequence composition are correlated across lines, revealing concerted evolution. Moreover, correlated satellites tend to be interspersed with each other, further suggesting that concerted change is partially driven by higher order structure. Surprisingly, we identified negative correlations among some satellites, suggesting antagonistic interactions. Our study demonstrates that current genome assemblies vastly underestimate the complexity, abundance, and variation of highly repetitive satellite DNA and presents approaches to understand their rapid evolutionary divergence.
satellite DNA | population differentiation | rapid evolution H eterochromatin occupies a substantial portion of most eukaryotic genomes and contains vast quantities of tandemly repeating, noncoding DNA elements known as satellite DNA. These sequences, along with transposable elements, are often described as selfish elements or genomic parasites, as they can increase their copy numbers irrespective of host fitness (1, 2) . Indeed, they can be highly deleterious for the host genome; for example, ectopic recombination between homologous satellite repeats can lead to devastating chromosomal rearrangements (3, 4) . Consequently, these elements are mostly sequestered in repressive chromatin environments around the centromeres and telomeres where there is minimal recombination and transcriptional activity. However, paradoxically, repetitive sequences are also crucial components of euchromatic genomes, as they recruit the centromeric histone H3 variant to form centromeres in many species (5, 6) , thereby affecting the fidelity of chromosome segregation (7, 8) .
Adding to the perplexity, satellite DNA turns over at remarkably high rates between species (9, 10) . In Drosophila melanogaster, satellite DNA is estimated to occupy over 20% of the genome. With the exception of the 359-bp (11) , responder (12) , and dodeca (13) satellites, most known satellites are tandem repeats of simple sequences (≤10 bp); the most abundant include AAGAG (aka GAGA-satellite), AACATAGAAT (aka 2L3L), and AATAT (11, 14, 15) . In comparison, the genome of its sister species Drosophila simulans, from which D. melanogaster diverged ∼2.5 mya, is estimated to have only 5% satellite DNA, more than 10-fold less AAGAG, and little to no AACATA-GAAT (16) . For further contrast, nearly 50% of the Drosophila virilis and less than 0.5% of Drosophila erecta genomes are satellite DNA (16, 17) . Strikingly, such rapid changes in genomes have been implicated in postzygotic isolation of species in the form of hybrid incompatibility in several species of flies (18) (19) (20) , demonstrating the critical role satellite DNA has on the evolution of genomes and species.
The expansions and contractions of satellite sequences are thought to result from a combination of molecular events such as unequal crossing over (21) , rolling circle replication (22) , and polymerase slippage (23) . Early population genetic studies assumed that satellite DNA has no function and that small changes in copy number are neutral, although total abundance may be under constraint due to the potential burden on metabolism, nuclear volume, and DNA replication (24) . Under such assumptions, early simulation studies demonstrated that unequal crossing over, drift, and reduced recombination are sufficient to generate long stretches of satellite DNA from random sequences (21, 25) . Nevertheless, selection also appears to play an important role in shaping satellite DNA. For example, Stephan and Cho (1993) showed that selection is important in determining the length and heterogeneity of satellites, suggesting that the drastic interspecific
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Most eukaryotic genomes harbor large amounts of highly repetitive satellite DNA primarily in centromeric regions. Closely related Drosophila species have nearly complete turnover of the types and quantities of simple sequence repeats. However, the detailed dynamics of turnover remains unclear, in part due to technical challenges in examining these highly repetitive sequences. We present a method (k-Seek) that identifies and quantifies simple sequence repeats from whole genome sequences. By characterizing natural variation in tandem repeats within Drosophila melanogaster, we identified many novel repeats and found that geographically isolated populations show differentiation patterns that are, unexpectedly, incongruous with demographic history. Moreover, repeats undergo correlated change in abundance, providing additional insight into the dynamics of satellite DNA and genome evolution. differences may not be neutral (26) . Since then, multiple authors have emphasized the importance of both genetic drift and natural selection in the evolution of repetitive DNA (27, 28) . Furthermore, recent studies have shown that repetitive sequences can have remarkable effects on the rest of the genome. For example, natural variation in the Y chromosome, which is nearly entirely heterochromatic, can modulate differential gene expression and cause variable phenotypes including differences in immune response (29, 30) . These results reveal that changes in repetitive sequences can have fitness consequences on which selection will act. Meiotic drive models have also been proposed, in which centromeric satellites that bias the rate of transmission in female meiosis will quickly fix in the population (8, 31) , providing an additional mechanism for rapid turnover of satellite DNA.
However, technical challenges have hindered research on heterochromatin. Because heterochromatic regions do not recombine, common genetic manipulations are mostly ineffective. Repetitive sequences, particularly low complexity satellite DNA, present severe challenges for making sequence assemblies and unique alignments (32) . A handful of techniques have been applied to study heterochromatin. High-density cesium-chloride gradient centrifugation has been instrumental in identifying major satellite blocks of different buoyancy, but fails to isolate less abundant repeats (11) . Hybridization approaches can only label known repeats and are often difficult to quantify precisely. More recently, flow cytometry has been used to indirectly estimate heterochromatic content, but it cannot distinguish the different types of satellites contributing to the observed total (33) .
To address these shortfalls, we developed a computational method, named k-Seek, that exhaustively identifies and quantifies short tandemly repeating sequences (kmers) from whole genome sequences. We applied this method to 84 inbred D. melanogaster lines derived from natural populations and characterized the natural variation in satellite DNA. This allowed us to answer three questions: (i) What are the abundances of all simple tandem repeat sequences in D. melanogaster? (ii) How are their quantities changing within species and populations? (iii) How do they change with respect to each other?
Results
Identification and Quantification of Tandem Repeats. We developed and validated a software package (k-Seek) that identifies and quantifies tandem repeats of 2 to 10mers from short read-based whole genome sequences (Fig. 1A) . In short, each raw read is first broken into small fragments of equal lengths. Identical fragments are then clustered. Whereas complex sequences are expected to yield clusters with very few members, short repetitive fragments will form a large cluster. Once the kmer is identified, the number of repeats from the read is then tallied based on a word-search procedure. To capture tandem counts, only kmers that are either immediately preceded or followed by the same kmer are scored. Additionally, we exclude tandem repeats that span less than 50 bp to avoid microsatellites and to guard against ascertainment bias for small kmers (2-4mers), as they are easier to identify from short stretches of DNA than larger kmers. Counts are summed across all reads and divided by the average read depth of the uniquely mapped autosomal genome, allowing us to estimate the abundance of every identified kmer in the genome (for detailed description, see SI Appendix). Benchmarking with simulated reads reveals that k-Seek is highly accurate at identifying tandem repeats from 100-bp reads, and the counts are robust against point mutations and indels ( Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ).
To determine the reproducibility of k-Seek across library preparations, we applied it to three DNA libraries independently generated from line ZW155. The kmer quantities are highly correlated (Pearson's r ranges from 0.976 to 0.988; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Furthermore, the variability is not influenced by the abundance of the repeat (Fig. 1C) . Nevertheless, several kmers have an elevated degree of variation. To independently assess the accuracy of k-Seek, we quantified the abundance of the 10mer AACATAGAAT by measuring the radioactivity of [32] Plabeled probes hybridized to blotted DNA from 27 lines. We found significant correlation between the methods ( Fig. 1D ; Pearson's r = 0.559, P < 0.005). We also attempted to quantify the 5mer AAGAG using the same approach. However, this probe was problematic, and we were unable to obtain consistent results across replicates and experiments (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ).
Identification of Known and Novel kmers. We applied k-Seek to a collection of 84 inbred D. melanogaster lines sampled from Beijing, Ithaca, Netherlands, Tasmania, and Zimbabwe, known as the Global Diversity lines. Although there are 73,001 possible 2-10mers, we only identified 72 distinct kmers with a population median abundance of more than 100 bp per 1× depth across all lines (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). This list includes all previously identified kmers ( Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Dataset S1). As expected, AAGAG and AACATAGAAT have the largest quantities, as they are two of the most abundant satellites known in D. melanogaster. Curiously, we detected AATAT at substantially lower abundance than expected. This is likely due to underamplification of sequences depleted of CGs during the PCR stage of library preparation (34) . The most abundant kmer lengths were 5mers and 10mers, whereas only a single 4mer was found. Most but not all (58/72) follow the (RRN) m (RN) n formula, where R represents a purine and N represents any nucleotide, thought to be canonical for D. melanogaster satellites (11) .
Among the 72 kmers, 50 were previously unknown. Most are 5 and 10mers ranging from a normalized mean abundance of 105 bp (AAGAGCAGAG) to 66,564 bp (AAGAT). Eleven of the 16 new 10mers contain AAGAG, suggesting that they originated from a mutation in one copy of AAGAG, followed by amplification of it and its nonmutated neighbor. Additionally, we find four 8mers and six 9mers, lengths that had not previously been identified. Notably, most of the 8-9mers (7/10) do not follow the (RRN) m (RN) n formula and may therefore represent a qualitatively distinct group of satellite sequences. Population Structure. Across all Global Diversity lines, the average total kmer count is 4.03 Mb per 1× read depth. Strikingly, the lowest and highest lines differ by 2.50-fold (equating to 4.29 Mb difference), indicating high intraspecific variability (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). AAGAG and AACATAGAAT, the two most abundant kmers, comprise 74% of the total kmer counts on average but can be as high as 88% and as low as 57%, revealing marked differences in the repeat composition among lines.
The phylogenetic relationships of the lines were inferred from genome-wide SNP calls, and that analysis largely recapitulates the expected demographic history of D. melanogaster, with an African origin and a relatively recent global spreading along human trade routes (for review, see ref. 35 ). The simple expectation is that kmer abundance will also reflect the same population structure. However, hierarchical clustering of kmer abundances failed to differentiate the lines into their respective populations (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). To further investigate, we applied principal components analysis on the top 100 kmers (Fig.  3A) . The Zimbabwe lines fall into a diffuse cluster with minimal overlap with other populations, as expected. The Netherlands lines broadly cluster with the Tasmanian lines, consistent with the introduction of D. melanogaster to Australia by European settlers (36) . Surprisingly, although, the Beijing lines largely overlap with the Ithaca lines, even though North American populations are thought to be of European origin (36, 37) and distinct from Asian populations established shortly after the initial out-of-Africa migration (38) . These discrepancies suggest that satellite DNA abundance is subject to a distinct evolutionary history from the rest of the genome.
To infer the population differences for each kmer, we applied Rst statistics, assuming a step-wise mutational model (Fig. 3B ) (39, 40) . Of the top 100 kmers, the majority (n = 54) display very little population differentiation; many (n = 46) have an Rst of >0.1, showing appreciable population differentiation; and some (n = 7) have an Rst of >0.4, revealing high population differences. For example, the AT 2mer has a startlingly high Rst of 0.554, which appears to be due to elevated levels in the Netherlands and Tasmania populations (Fig. 3C ). AAGAG and AACATAGAAT, the most abundant kmers, have moderate levels of differentiation, with the Zimbabwe population having the highest and lowest abundance, respectively (Fig. 3 D and E) . Because different kmers have distinct patterns of population differentiation, we conclude that they experience different evolutionary dynamics.
Among the most differentiated kmers, two 10mers (AACA-TATAAT and AAAATAGAAT) are surprisingly found only in the Netherlands, Tasmania, and Zimbabwe populations, while being completely absent in the Beijing and Ithaca populations (Fig. 3F) . Within the Tasmania and Netherlands populations, there is high variation even among individual lines, which suggests high turnover rates. To confirm the presence/absence of polymorphism, we designed FISH probes targeting AACATA-TAAT and observed fluorescent foci from mitotic chromosomes of the Netherland and Tasmania but not the Beijing lines ( Fig.  3G and SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). The foci are autosomal and appear to be centromeric, as they are located near the primary constriction and do not overlap with the predominantly pericentric AAGAG foci. This finding provides, to our knowledge, the first report of population-specific satellite DNA in Drosophila and further underscores the high rate of satellite DNA turnover.
Concerted Evolution of kmer Abundance. Interestingly, the two population-specific 10mers are highly positively correlated across lines ( Fig. 3G; Pearson's r = 0.993, P < 2.2 × 10 −16
), suggesting that they undergo coordinated changes in copy number. To comprehensively identify kmers that are evolving in a concerted fashion, we generated a pairwise correlation matrix for the top 100 kmers and clustered those that are highly correlated (Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ). This was accomplished using Modulated Modularity Clustering, which rearranges rows and columns of the correlation matrix to identify clusters of variables with maximal pairwise correlations among all cluster members (in this case, kmers) without predetermined knowledge or an arbitrary decision on number of clusters (41) . Overall, we find nine major clusters of correlated kmers. As expected, the two populationspecific 10mers are found within the same cluster along with the AATAT 5mer (Fig. 4C ). Clustering appears to be driven in part by sequence similarity; several clusters are either AT-rich, AG-rich, or AC-rich. For example, the AG-rich cluster contains AAGAG, as well as related sequences AAGAGAG and AAGAGAGAG. However, many highly related kmers fall into separate clustersfor example, AACATAGAAT (the most abundant 10mer) and AACATATAAT (one of the two population-specific kmers)-even though they only differ by one nucleotide. Surprisingly, we also observe relatively weak but significant negative correlations among a small number of kmers ( Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Fig.  S8) . Notably, the AG-rich kmers are negatively correlated with the AT-rich kmers; not only are the two respective clusters anticorrelated (Fig. 4A, arrowhead) , the 10mer AAGAGCAGAG that is grouped within the AT-rich cluster is also negatively correlated with all other AT-rich kmers (Fig. 4B ). These negative correlations suggest that kmers can have antagonistic relationships such that expansion of one comes at the expense of another.
Interspersion of kmer Blocks Drives Correlation. One possible cause of the observed positive correlations is that correlated kmers represent physically linked and interspersed satellite blocks. Therefore, deletions or duplications of these repetitive blocks will decrease and increase both kmers in concert. To test this possibility, we identified, across all lines, paired-end reads where kmers are found in both mate pairs and determined the frequency of their occurrences relative to the abundance of the identified kmers (Fig. 5A ). As expected, almost every kmer is most frequently paired with itself, reflecting that many comprise sizeable and homogenous blocks. However, kmers found within positively correlated clusters tend to be found in mate pairs more frequently than those outside (Fig. 5 B-D) , consistent with our hypothesis. For example, kmers within the AG-rich cluster are highly interspersed with one another. This is further supported by a significant and positive association between the correlation values and the interspersion frequency of the kmers (Fig. 5E) . The two population-specific 10mers identified are also highly interspersed (Fig. 5C ). Interestingly, they are most frequently paired with each other, and mate pairs containing the same 10mer are rarely found. This result suggests that the two 10mers are interspersed with each other in small blocks that are roughly the length of the insert size, which is ∼450 bp (Fig. 5A ). This is also true for the AAC 3mer and the AAAATAACAT 10mer, suggesting that they also exist in small interdigitated blocks.
We note that there are many instances where interspersed kmers are not correlated. This is unsurprising, as interspersion itself is insufficient to drive correlated change if the blocks do not experience duplication and/or deletion. Additionally, for kmers that are found interspersed with many other kmers, presumably in separate blocks, independent indels in different blocks will result in local concerted change in abundance, but their abundances aggregated across the genome will likely be uncorrelated. Of further interest are correlated kmers that are not interspersed, such as the two population-specific 10mers and the 5mer AATAT, as they indicate additional mechanisms underlying the concerted change. However, it is difficult to distinguish these from interspersion that we fail to capture due to low coverage or underrepresentation. Furthermore, any junction between satellite blocks that is gapped by complex sequences, such as transposable elements, will also likely be missed.
Discussion
Many important questions in heterochromatin biology are now accessible using our software pipeline (k-Seek). Previously, identification of satellite sequences was mostly accomplished through labor-intensive methods that have low sensitivity (16) . As a result, the current catalog of satellite DNA contains exclusively kmers that are present in large quantities. Our method is accurate at identifying tandem kmers and discovered many previously unknown kmers of low to medium abundance. We expected that PCR would be a major source of bias during library preparation as the polymerase underamplifies AT-rich sequences, and we indeed found lower abundance of AATAT compared with previous characterizations (11) . Nevertheless, using three replicate libraries made from a single sample, we found such bias to be consistent across the libraries, allowing us to characterize population variation of individual kmers.
Potential Causes of Population Variation. By applying k-Seek to the Drosophila Global Diversity lines, we characterized natural variation in heterochromatin repeat structure. The mean satellite abundance in a population is expected to approximate an equilibrium determined by the mutation rate, the degree of selective constraint, potentially positive selection, and population size (24, 25) . For many kmers, the difference between populations is small, and the low Rst suggests a high rate of migration or turnover. Nevertheless, we identified multiple kmers with appreciable to high population differentiation. Notably, the pattern of interpopulation differentiation is also variable among repeats, revealing that some kmers evolve relatively independently of others. The process driving the population differences could be either neutral drift or natural selection. According to the out-ofAfrica model, the Zimbabwe population is expected to have the highest level of genetic variation, provided that the differences are nearly neutral. Although this is, as expected, true for all kmers considered together (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ), we found many exceptions that may be revealing of their modes of evolution. For example, the Netherlands population not only has a significantly higher abundance of the AT 2mer compared with Zimbabwe, but the between-line variability is also substantially greater. These differences may be indicative of a relaxation of constraint within the Netherlands population, allowing for labile expansion and contraction. In contrast, the differentiation pattern of AAGAG shows significant reduction in the non-African populations, potentially reflecting an increase in the level of selective constraint after the out-of-Africa migration, or reduced variability due to the out-of-Africa bottleneck as is seen for most of the genome (42) . The incongruity between the population structure inferred from kmer abundance and from demographic history and SNPs is intriguing. This is reminiscent of the well-documented phenomenon of the homogenization of multicopy gene families and tandemly arrayed genes such as rDNA, a process that has been called "molecular drive" (43) . Resulting from sequence exchanges via gene conversion, paralogs that predate the species split may display a high degree of within-species sequence homogeneity. Depending on the stochastic or biased dynamics of the process, phylogenetic relationships of arrays between species and by extension populations may not be preserved in these sequences.
Alternatively, the discrepancy may be due to incomplete lineage sorting (44) of some repeats. In one possible scenario, individuals without the correlated AT-rich repeats segregated at low frequency in the European population and were subsequently introduced by chance only to North American but not to Australia. Additionally, we cannot rule out the possibility that the similarity between the Beijing and Ithaca lines is due to selection from a common environmental pressure.
Meiotic drive and segregation distortion present an additional explanation of strong population-specific patterns. In these scenarios, chromosomes with a particular kmer abundance or composition can have a segregation advantage in some populations. If these repetitive sequences have pleiotropic deleterious effects, fixation of a suppressor can quickly purge these sequences from populations. Our discovery of the two population-specific 10mers (Fig. 3G) is particularly striking and suggestive of the rapid evolution predicted by most models of meiotic drive. Notably, these lines provide genetic material for direct empirical tests of possible segregation differences (now underway).
Concerted Change of kmer Abundances. We identified several groups of highly correlated repeats, revealing that different satellites undergo concerted evolution in abundance. The fact that kmers within a correlated group have sequence similarity is suggestive of the potential underlying mechanism. Several DNA binding proteins have been identified to target satellite DNA (for review, see ref. 45) . GAGA-factor is a transcription factor responsible for key developmental regulation (46) , heat-shock response, and chromatin remodeling (47, 48 ) that localizes to AAGAG and AAGAGAG satellites during mitosis (49, 50) . Here, we showed that these two are correlated along with other AG-rich kmers, thus raising the possibility that binding to a common protein drives concerted change. In one scenario, an increase in GAGA-factor more effectively packages AG-rich repeats into heterochromatin, thereby raising host tolerance to the repeats. Subsequently, both repeats will increase in number. Conversely, a decrease in the protein level may result in suboptimal regulation of repeats and reduction in organismal fitness; therefore, selection will favor individuals with less of the targeted repeats, resulting in correlated contraction. Similarly, the concerted change between AT-rich kmers may reflect proteins that recognize AT-rich satellites, including origin recognition complex subunit 2, an essential component of the complex that initiates DNA replication (51) , and D1, an essential protein implicated in chromatin remodeling (52) . Additionally, the PROD protein (proliferation disrupter) binds to the AACATAGAAT 10mer on mitotic chromosomes (53) . Our results suggest that it may also bind to other satellites, as several kmers are correlated with this 10mer.
However, the observed concerted changes are not necessarily driven by selection. We demonstrate that the structure of kmers can also account for some of the observed correlated patterns.
For satellite blocks that are interspersed with each other, duplications or deletions of the region will increase or decrease the kmers together. Indeed, kmers that are highly interspersed tend to have higher correlation in abundance, and the high interspersion of the two population-specific 10mers serves as a prime example. AAGAG and AAGAGAG are also moderately interspersed, suggesting that GAGA-factor binding may not be the only mechanism driving their correlation. We therefore conclude that the complex architecture of satellite DNA is likely the result of both neutral and selected mutational changes.
Surprisingly, we also identified negative correlations, albeit weak ones, notably between the AT-and AG-rich kmers. We speculate that such antagonistic interactions reflect an optimal load of satellite DNA that genomes can tolerate. Therefore, the deleterious effect of an increase in one satellite DNA group can be alleviated by a decrease in a different group. This load may be determined by the fitness benefits of maintaining an optimal genome size (24), but we find this unlikely given the variability of genome sizes among as well as within species (54) and that total kmer quantities differ greatly between lines. Alternatively, the load may be chromosome-specific, as satellite DNAs often have chromosome-specific distributions. An optimal load of satellite DNA may ensure faithful chromosomal transmission or prevent deleterious rearrangements, as lengthy satellite blocks may be more prone to unequal crossing over or ectopic recombination. Regardless of the specific molecular and evolutionary mechanism, the observed antagonistic relationships intimate the curious possibility that satellite DNAs are at odds not only with the host genome but also with each other.
Materials and Methods
Fly Lines and Sequence Reads. The 84 lines of D. melanogaster used in this study were sib-mated from isofemales lines (55) . Whole genome shotgun sequencing was done on the Illumina platform with DNA extracted from adult females, sequenced to a depth of 12.5× for each line using paired-end 100-bp reads.
Normalizing Tandem kmer Counts. To normalize kmer counts between lines, we divided all counts by the average read depth at autosomal regions and then multiplied the counts by the kmer length, to obtain number of nucleotides per 1× depth (SI Appendix, Dataset S1). Average read depth was obtained by mapping sequences with BWA to D. melanogaster reference r.546 (Flybase). We used Picard tools to compute the read depth distribution and averaged across the autosomes. We note that very few reads map to the Y chromosome (sequences were of females), indicating very little contribution from sperm in the reproductive tracts.
Simulation of Reads with Tandem Repeats. For each kmer length (k = 2-10), we generated 600,000 100-bp reads. Each read contained a random number of tandem occurrences for a randomly generated kmer. One-third of the reads contained perfect tandem repeats, one-third contained 1-4 point mutations in the tandem repeats, and one-third contained an indel of varying size within the tandem repeats. k-Seek was applied to the simulated reads, and correct identification for tandem repeats greater than 50 bp was recorded. We also generated 200,000 100-bp reads containing random sequences from which no kmers were identified.
Quantifying Satellites with Dot Blots. We radiolabeled 50 pmol of AACA-TAAGATAACATAAGATAACATAAGAT (Sigma) with [γ-32]ATP using T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB), followed by clean-up with Micro Bio-Spin P30 Column (Bio-Rad). The probe was denatured at 95°C for 10 min and immediately put on ice. We extracted the DNA of 50 females from 27 lines with the DNeasy kit (Qiagen). Using a Bio-Dot Microfiltration Apparatus (BioRad), we loaded 100 ng of each sample in 0.4 M NaOH and 10 mM EDTA in triplicate onto a Zeta-Probe GT membrane (Bio-Rad) following the manufacturer's instructions, in addition to a threefold serial dilution of DNA from line B10. The placement of samples was randomized. After drying at 80°C for 30 min, the membrane was incubated in 25 mL of hybridization buffer [0.5 M sodium phosphate, 7% (wt/vol) SDS] with 100 μL of denatured salmon sperm DNA (10 mg/mL) for 30 min at 60°C in a rotating oven. The buffer was then replaced with 25 mL of fresh hybridization buffer containing the denatured probe and incubated overnight. The membrane was washed at 68°C twice with 50 mL 1× SSC and 0.1% SDS followed by two washes with 0.1× SSC and 0.1% SDS. The membrane was wrapped with plastic wrap, placed into a phosphoimager for 48 h, and scanned with a Typhoon 9400. Signal intensity was processed in ImageJ with background subtraction. The intensity of each sample was calculated according to the standard curve constructed from the dilution series.
In Situ Hybridization. Brains from wandering third instar larvae were dissected and washed in 0.7% NaCl, transferred to 0.5% sodium citrate for 10 min, followed by fixation in 20 μL of 50% acetic acid and 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 min on a siliconized coverslip. The samples were then squashed onto a glass slide and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Slides were then immersed in 100% EtOH for 10 min and air-dried at room temperature for 2-3 d with the coverslip removed. Hybridization procedure was conducted as in ref. 56 . We used 250 ng of AAGAGAAGAGAA-GAGAAGAGAAGAG-Cy3 and AAAATAGAATAAAATAGAATAAAATAGAAT-Cy5 probes (Sigma) for the probe mixture. The samples were imaged on a Zeiss confocal microscope, and images were processed on Zen software.
kmer Correlation Matrix. We applied the publicly available software Modulated Modularity Clustering (41) on the normalized counts of the top 100 kmers to generate the clustered correlation matrix.
Interspersed kmer Analysis. Using custom Perl scripts on .sep outputs from k_counter.pl, we identified the number of mate pairs where both reads contain kmers and tallied across all lines to obtain n ij , the number of mate pairs containing kmer i and kmer j. Interspersed frequency is calculated as n ij = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n i n j p , where and n i and n j are number of pairs where at least one of the reads contains kmer i and kmer j, respectively. To determine the most appropriate fragment length, hash tables are generated for word lengths of 5-10 bps for each read. For each hash table, fragments with very few counts are discarded as they are largely derived from non-repetitive sequences. The cutoff to discard fragments was adjusted empirically for optimal performance when processing 100 bp reads. Hash tables with only one index will be deemed as the correct fragment length.
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For example:
Here is ACTGACTGAT repeated 10 times:
5-10mer hash tables are generated from this sequence:
Only the 10mer hash table contains a single unique index, and therefore produces the best identification.
In cases where the smallest hash table contains two indices, k_finder.pl checks whether the two indices are offsets of the same sequence (e.g. ACTG, CTGA, TGAC, and GACT). This will capture kmers interrupted by indels, as they shift the "reading frame" of sequences.
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After the initial identification process, k_finder.pl checks the sequence for internal repetition, by further breaking it into substrings. This allows 2-4mers to be identified. For example ACTGACTG will be identified from the initial 8mer hash. However, this sequence will be tested for internal repeats, revealing two ACTGs and therefore recorded as a 4mer instead of a 8mer. For each read, the program outputs the fastq format with an additional line providing the inferred kmer, and an estimate of its occurrence based on its value in the hash table. The output file here will contain .rep suffix.
Command:
perl k_counter.pl output.rep
The k_counter.pl program takes the inferred kmer and word-searches the fastq read for the number of occurrences using Perl's regular expression capability. To ensure tandem-ness, it only counts search hits that are either immediately preceded or followed by another hit. If two hits are gapped by a sequence of the same length, k-counter examines that sequence for single bp differences with the inferred kmer. For 4-10mers, if the gap sequence contains only one bp difference from the kmer, it is also counted, thus capturing point mutations and sequence errors.
However, gap sequences with more than one bp difference are not counted.
Example:
Here is the 10mer ACTGACTGAT repeated but with an insertion (red) and a substitution (gray background).
ACTGACTGATACTGACCACCTGATACTGACTGATACTGACTGATACTGAC TGATACTGACTGATACTGACTGATACTAACTGATACTGACTGATACTGAC
k-finder will identify the 10mer TGATACTGAC repeated 7 times as the following 10mer hash TGATACTAAC is also counted as it contains only one substitution. However, because the first match is neither immediately preceded nor followed by another copy it is discarded, yielding a total of 8 counts of the 10mer TGATACTGAC -one more than the counts from k-finder.
k-counter produces two outputs with .sep and .total suffixes. The former is similar to .rep containing the updated counts with incorrect kmer calls removed. The latter is a list of all inferred kmers and their total counts across the entire .sep file.
To obtain estimates of the total kmer quantities from multiple WGSs, use k_compiler.pl.
perl k_compiler.pl folder/ output
The k_compiler.pl program will take a folder containing multiple .total files. It outputs a tab delimited table where each column is a kmer, and each line is one sequencing sample. In addition, reverse complements and different offsets of the same kmer (e.g. AAGAG, AGAGA, GAGAA, AGAAG, GAAGA) are summed; the offset of the highest alphabetical order is listed (e.g.
AAGAG). Table S2 shows the counts of all kmers for the 84 lines, normalized to a bp per 1x genome sequence (this is why there are fractional counts).
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